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Abstract 
We prove: Let n>O be an integer. Then we have for all real numbers r >O: 
“r ,< 
-L 
(n+l)~;=i i-’ 
“+I .-, 
nCi=i ’ 1 ~ ((n+ l)!)i’(“+i’(n!)l’” ’ 
where both bounds are best possible. The right-hand side of (*) refines an inequality of Bennett. 
1. Introduction 
When investigating a problem on Lorentz sequence spaces Martins [ 111 discovered 
several interesting inequalities involving the sum Cy=i i’(r>O). One of his results 
states: 
P,(r) = 
[ 
(n+ 1)x;=, i’ f’lg 1 (n!)“” ng,’ i’ ((n+ l)!)l/(R+l)’ (1.1) 
Inequality (1.1) was published in 1988. Quite recently a converse of (1.1) has been 
established by the author Cl]: 
n< P,(r). 
n+l 
(1.2) 
Inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) are both valid for all real numbers r >O and all integers 
n>O. Because of 
lim P.(r)=(n!)““/((n+ l)!)li(n+l) 
r-0 
and 
lim P,(r) = n/(n + 1) 
r+oD 
(see [9, p. 15]), it follows that the bounds given in (1.1) and (1.2) are best possible. 
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In 1992 Bennett [7] proved the inequalities 
P,(r)<(n+l)/(n+2) if rB1 
and 
(n+l)/(n+2)6P,(r) if O<rbl, 
(1.3) 
which are refinements of (1.1) and (1.2). Furthermore, he established the following 
remarkable companion of inequality (1.1): 
Q.(r) = 
(n+l)C;=l i-’ l’r< n+2 
n+1 .-_r 
n&,l 1 l- n+l’ (1.4) 
which holds for all real r >O and all integers n>O. Bennett also gave a noteworthy 
application of his results. He used inequalities (1.3) and (1.4) to derive a sharp lower 
bound for the so-called power means matrices. (Details can be found in [2,7]; see also 
C3-61.1 
A natural question to ask is: Let n > 0 be an integer; what is the greatest number 
IX, and what is the smallest number /I. so that the double-inequality 
~<Qn(~)dBn 
is valid for all real numbers r > O? 
It is the main purpose of this paper to solve this problem. In particular we present 
a refinement of Bennett’s inequality (1.4); we establish that the upper bound 
(n + 2)/(n + 1) can be replaced by the smaller value ((n + l)!)“(“+ “/(n!)““. 
2. Tbe main result 
To prove our main result we need the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1. Zf n > 0 is an integer, then 
((n + l)!)liCn+ ‘) < n+2 
(n!)“” n+l’ 
(2-l) 
A simple proof of (2.1) was given by Martins [ 111. We remark that inequality (2.1) is 
an immediate consequence of the slightly more general result that the function 
f(x)=(r(x + l))“*/(x + 1) is strictly decreasing on [l, co). A short proof runs as 
follows: Let g(x)=logf(x) and x> 1; an easy calculation yields 
~(x~g’(x))I=~‘(x+1)-(x+2)(x+l)-~ 
n 
= 
c (X+k)-2-(x+2)(x+ 1)-2 
k=l 
<(~+l)-~+ 
s 
1m (x+t)-2dt-(x+2)(x+1)-2=0. 
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This implies 
x2g’(x)<g’(l)= -C+1/2<0, 
where C=O.5772... denotes Euler’s constant. 
Further interesting inequalities involving (n!)“” were given by Mint and Sathre 
[12]. Our basic tool to attack the problem mentioned above is the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let ai and bi (i= 1, . . . ,m) be real numbers with 
a13az>..->a,>0, bl>b2...>b,>0 
and 
ifiIai<;I bi for k=l,...,m. 
i=l 
Then 
i$I 4GizI br for all real r >O. 
A proof can be found in [lo, p. 351. We now come to our main result. 
Theorem 2.3. Let n>O be an integer, Then we have for all real numbers r>O: 
1< 
4 
(n+l)xT_I i-’ I/‘< ((n+l)!)“(“+” 
n+1 .--* 
nCi,l 1 1 (n!)“” 
Both bounds are best possible. 
Proof. The left-hand side inequality is equivalent to 
(n+ 1)-r< 12 i-r, 
n i=l 
which is obviously true. To prove the second inequality we define 
1 
as(n+l)+l =as(n+1)+2=‘..=as(n+l)+n+1 - -(n!)‘/“- 
s+l 
for s=O,l,...,n-1 
and 
b t.+l=b,.+2’...=b,.+.=((n+l)!)1/(~’1)~ for t=O,l,..., n. 
(2.2) 
Then we have 
al>az3e..3~,(,+l, >O, bl>bz>...>b,c,+l,>O 
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and since the right-hand side inequality of (2.2) can be written as 
n(n+ 1) n(n+ 1) 
i;l 4 G & 6, 
it remains to prove: 
Ak= fi ai < fi bi=Bk for k=l,2 ,..,, n(n+l). 
i=l i=l 
We obtain 
Ak=(n!)ki”(i!)-(n’l)(i+l)i(n’l)-k if i(n+l)+l,<k<(i+l)(n+l), 
Odi<n-1 
and 
Bk=((IZ+l)l)ki(“+i) (j.) (j+ l)jnmk I -n ifjn+l <k<jn+n, OGjdn. 
Let ke{1,2,..., n(n+ l)]: Then there exists a uniquely determined integer 
p~(0, 1, . . . , n} such that pn+ 1 Q k<pn+n. We consider two cases. 
Case 1: p =O. Then we get 
Ak=(n!)k’“<((n+l)!)k’(“+l)=Bk. 
Case 2: ldp<n. Since pn+l<k<pn+n we obtain 
Bk=((n+ l)!)k/(“+l) I -” (p.) (p+ lyk. 
To determine A, we consider the cases kE(pn + 1, . . . , pn +p} and 
ke{pn+p+ 1, . . . ,pn+n). 
If kE{pn+ 1 , . . ..pn+p). then 
Ak=(n!)kln((p_l)!)-(“+l)p(~-l)(n+l)--t. 
This leads to 
Ak (n!)“” p+l k p~(n+l) 
B,= ((n+ l)!)l’(“+‘) p 1 (p + lyp!. 
From (2.1) we conclude 
~11 <((n+l)!)licn+lr 
_ (n!)“” =~~1”]“‘“+‘)~[‘,“~~]“‘“+‘)_ 
Hence, 
If ke{pn+p+l, . . . ,pn+n}, then 
Ak=(n!)“i”(p!)-(““)(p+ l)p(n+l)--k. 
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Thus, 
Ak 
[ 
(n’)l’” 
B,= ((n+ l;!p”+l) 1 
k(P+ 1Y 
p! 
d 
[ 
(n!)“” 
((n+ l)!)u(n+u 1 
Pn+P+l(p+ 1)P 
P! 
6 (p!)‘lP (Pn+P+lMn+l)(P+l)P 
[ 1 P+l P! 
(p’)“P l/(n+l) 
=-- 
[. 1 P+l 
This completes the proof of the right-hand side inequality of (2.2). Finally, because of 
F_iQJr)=((n+ l)!)“(“+l)/(n!)l’” and lim Q”(r)= 1 
,*OZ 
(see [9, p. 15]), we conclude that the bounds given in (2.2) are best possible. 
Combining (l.l), (1.2) and (2.2) we obtain the following chain of inequalities. 
Corollary 2.4. Let n > 0 be an integer. Then we have for all real numbers r > 0: 
(2.3) 
All bounds are best possible. 
We note that (2.3) sharpens n/(n+ l)<(n!)““/((n+ l)!)“(“+‘)< 1 which was proved 
by Mint and Sathre (I123 in 1964. 
3. Concluding remarks 
(1) Let A&) and G,(x) be the (unweighted) arithmetic and geometric means of the 
positive real numbers x1, . . . ,x,, i.e., 
A”(x)=! t xi and G,(x)= i xi’“, x=(x1, . . . ,x,). 
I=1 i=l 
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A sharpening of the classical arithmetic mean-geometric mean inequality is given by 
Popoviciu’s inequality 
(A,(x)lG,(x))“~(A,+,(x)/G,+,(x))”+’. (3.1) 
variants can be found in the A proof of (3.1) as well as interesting extensions and 
monograph [S]. 
As it was pointed out by Martins [ll], inequality (1.1) provides a refinement of 
Popoviciu’s inequality for the special case xi=i’ (i= 1, . . . , n+ l), r>O. Indeed, from 
(1.1) we conclude that the sequence n ++ A&)/G,(x), x = (l’, . . . , n’), I > 0, is increas- 
ing. It is worth mentioning that the second inequality of (2.2) extends this result to 
negative r. Hence, we obtain the following sharpening of (3.1): 
which is valid for all real r. 
(2) Martins [11] proved: Let r>O be a real number; then the double-inequality 
1 dn-‘(n!))“” i i’Q(1 +r)-‘e’ 
i=l 
(3.2) 
holds for all integers n>O. The bounds given in (3.2) are best possible. 
This result can be generalized! From the Theorem we conclude that the sequence 
z,(r)=n-‘(n!)“” i i-’ 
i=l 
(r>O) 
is increasing. If r@O, I), then we have 
” 
lim z,(r) = lim (n’- i z 
n-t= n-rm i=l “--CC 
i-‘) lim (n-‘(n!)l’“)=(l -r)-‘e-‘. 
This implies that inequalities (3.2) hold for all real r> - 1; and the bounds 1 and 
e’/(r+ 1) are both best possible. 
If ra 1, then z,,(r) tends to CC as n-+co. More precisely we have 
z,(l)-e-‘log(n) and z,(r)-[(r)e-‘n’-* if r> 1. 
(3) The following additive analogue of the first two inequalities of (2.3) is valid: 
Let n > 0 be an integer. Then we have for all real numbers r > 0: 
((n+ l)!)“(~+l)-(n!)“n< (&g i’)‘“-[i z i’r”<l. (3.3) 
Both bounds are best possible. 
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Indeed, from (2.3) we obtain 
45 
(A’!$ iry’rG (kg ir)“r+$tg iry” 
1 n 
(c) 
l/r 
<- i’ +J 
ni=l 
and 
Because of 
n 
((n+ l)!)“(“+‘)>(n!)“” and A i’ 
PI 
l/r 
>(n!)“” 
nizzl 
(see [9, p. 261) we get the left-hand side inequality of (3.3). Since 
lim,,o(l/nC~= 1 ir)l’r=(n!)lln and lim,_,(l/nCJ’= 1 ir)‘ir=n we conclude that 
both bounds in (3.3) are best possible. 
SAndor [13] proved that the function x H~(X + 1) 1/X is strictly concave on [7, ~0) 
which implies that the sequence u,=((n+ l)!)‘“““‘-(n.) 1 I/” is strictly decreasing for 
n 2 7. A direct computation reveals that u, > u,+ 1 holds for 1 d n < 6, too. Hence, u, is 
strictly decreasing for all n> 1. From (2.3) we obtain that o,=((n+ l)!)“‘“+“/(n!)“” 
tends to 1 as n+co. Using lim,,,(v,-l)/log(c,)=l and lim,,,(n!)‘i”/n=l/e we 
conclude from 
v,- 1 (n!)“” n+l 
“=log(,.) n 
~ log 
((n + l)!)llfn+ ‘) 
that lim,,, un= l/e. This leads to sharp bounds for the difference 
which are independent of r and n: 
t<($x ir)“‘-(kg Yy”<l (r>O; n=l,2,...). 
It is natural also to look for bounds for 
Dn(r)=(kt imr)“‘-(&r i-r)l’r. 
I=1 r=l 
We conjecture that 
O<D,(r)<(n!)-l~“-((n+l)!)-li(“+‘~ (3.4) 
holds for all r >O and n 2 1. Obviously, the first inequality of (3.4) is valid, 
and since lim,,, D,(r)=0 it follows that the lower bound 0 cannot be 
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replaced by a greater number (which is independent of r). Because of 
lim,,,D,(r)=(n!)-I’“-((n+ l)!)-li(n+l) the validity of the second inequality of (3.4) 
would provide the best possible upper bound for D,(r). 
Let w,=(n!)-““-((n+l)!)-‘I(““); since u,<u,_~ (n>2) we obtain 
W, u, ((n-l)!)l’(“_l) U” <1 
-=u,_,((n+l)!)l~(“+l)‘u _ . W.-l ” 1 
Thus, the sequence w, is strictly decreasing for n k 1, so that (3.4) would lead to sharp 
bounds for D,(r) which are independent of r and n: 
O<(i$ i7)“r-(&g iCry’r<l-l/Ji (r>O; n=1,2...). 
Cl1 
PI 
c31 
c41 
c51 
Fl 
c71 
PI 
c91 
Cl01 
Cl11 
Cl21 
Cl31 
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